
Table A1. Definition of Locally Defined Categories
Category Definition
Accessing cancelled titles/resources Reports of problems which are the result of a user trying to access a resource that has been cancelled, perhaps through an old link or by not going through the library channels to access the resource
A-Z list management Requests to amend the A-Z list hosted on LibGuides, including modifying categories, subject areas, adding resources, deleting resources, move databases to new locations, new publishers, etc.
Bad link Reports of problems with a link which results in non-access to a resource. Does not include Proxy errors, IP blocks, or unresolved FTF links.
Bad record in catalog Record for an electronic resources that is in the catalog erroneously or includes incorrect data
Concurrent user limits reached Reported problems with accessing an e-book or other resource that is related to user limits
DDA problems Problems with the DDA pool and records
EZProxy problem Problems reported that were solved with a change to the EZProxy configuration file or by amending a link to route or not route to through the EZProxy server
Holdings Management/Knowledgebase A problem that is resolved by electronic resources staff by amending Holdings Management and linking inventory in EBSCO's Knowledgebase or by reporting knowledgebase errors to EBSCO
OpenURL or FTF not resolving Link outs from Full Text Finder not resolving to the full text of a resource, results are an error and often result of problems with metadata. 
Other Miscellaneous problems as not described here
Referral to another department KACE ticket was forwarded to another department for resolution. Often these are reports that do not fall under the responsibility of the e-resources team
Subscription issues Inability to access a resource due to billing, invoicing, or subscription issues, including IP blocks related to mass downloads of materials
Turn away on non-subscribed resources Reports of problems which are the result of a user trying to access a resource to which we do not subscribe
Unknown Reported problems in which the category of error could not be determined
Unresolved Problems that have gone unresolved
User error A problem that is the result of an error on the users part
Vendor outage A problem that was caused by the fault of vendor. Could be in vendor configuration, scheduled maintenance, error on the vendors part, etc.
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